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Abstract: In Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), clustering is an effective method to distribute the load equally among all the 

nodes as compared to flat network architecture. Due to the dynamic nature of the network, the clustering process can be 

viewed as a dynamic optimization problem and the conventional computational intelligence techniques are not enough to solve 

these problems. The Dynamic Genetic Algorithm (DGA) addresses these problems with the help of searching optimal solutions 

in new environments. Therefore the dynamic load-balanced clustering process is modeled using the basic components of 

standard genetic algorithm and then the model is enhanced is using immigrants and memory-based schemes to elect suitable 

cluster heads. The metrics nodes’ residual energy level, node centrality, and mobility speed of the nodes are considered to 

elect the load-balanced cluster heads and the optimal number of cluster members are assigned to each cluster head using the 

proposed DGA schemes such as Random Immigrants Genetic Approach (RIGA), Memory Immigrants Genetic Approach 

(MIGA), and Memory and Random Immigrants Genetic Approach (MRIGA). The simulation results show that the proposed 

DGA scheme MRIGA outperforms well as compared with RIGA and MIGA in terms of various performance metrics such as 

the number of nodes alive, residual energy level, packet delivery ratio, end-to-end delay, and overhead for the formation of 

clusters. 
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1. Introduction 

The sensors in Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) are 

powered by batteries and recharging these batteries is 

very difficult in large-scale deployments. It 

necessitates the research community to design and 

implement energy-efficient approaches to prolong the 

lifetime of the network. Clustering is an effective 

method to distribute the load equally among the sensor 

nodes which minimizes the energy consumption of 

nodes as compared to the flat network architecture [9]. 

The network is divided into different groups or clusters 

based on suitable network parameters where each 

cluster has a cluster leader known as cluster head, and 

all other nodes are cluster member nodes. The number 

of cluster member nodes assigned to each cluster is an 

issue to balance the load of the cluster head [2]. 

Moreover, finding the optimal number of cluster 

member nodes in a cluster with one or more metrics is 

an NP-hard problem [5].  
A Genetic Algorithm (GA) is an appropriate 

optimization technique to find optimal clustering by 

considering various network parameters since it uses 

the biological principles of natural selection, cross over  

 
and mutation. Hence GA finds the near-optimal 

solution for load-balanced clustering. But the 

clustering problem can be viewed as a Dynamic 

Optimization Problem (DOP) due to the dynamic 

nature of the network and the solutions proposed so far 

for clustering are not adaptable to this dynamic 

environment. Various genetic-based clustering 

algorithms are proposed and those approaches fail to 

maintain the stability of the network due to frequent 

movements of nodes in the network [4].  

GA addresses the DOP through dynamic genetic 

operators such as random immigrants to maintain 

diversity [14] and memory immigrants to use the 

knowledge obtained from old environments into the 

new environments [17]. Thus various dynamic GA-

based schemes are proposed such as random 

immigrants, memory immigrants, and memory-random 

immigrants to find the load balanced cluster heads in 

dynamic environments of the sensor network. The 

novelty and main contributions of this paper can be 

summarized as follows: 

1. The basic components of standard GA for the 

dynamic load balanced clustering problem are 
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designed.  

2. The immigrant and memory schemes are 

incorporated in the standard GA to enhance the 

searching process for finding suitable cluster heads 

in dynamic environments of the sensor network. 

3. The hybrid scheme of memory-random immigrants 

is also applied to optimize the load-balanced 

clustering process, which uses nodes’ residual 

energy level, node centrality, and mobility speed of 

the nodes. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 

surveys some related works on the Dynamic Load 

Balanced Clustering Problem (DLBCP) in sensor 

networks. The proposed dynamic GA-based scheme 

for DLBCP is explained in detail in section 3. In 

section 4, the simulation results are presented. Finally, 

section 5 gives a conclusion. 

2. Related Works 

This section describes various GA-based strategies 

developed so far for solving dynamic clustering and 

related problems in sensor networks. In the last few 

years, immigrant schemes of GA are employed to 

adapt to the dynamic environments of the sensor 

network. To achieve this, an energy-efficient clustering 

scheme is needed to choose the load-balanced cluster 

head node which is adaptable to the topology dynamics 

of the network.  

Yuan et al., [18] a method named ‘Genetic 

Algorithm based Self-Organizing Network Clustering 

(GASONeC)’ is proposed which optimizes the clusters 

in the network dynamically. The parameters such as 

the residual energy, the distance to the base station, the 

expected energy consumption, and the number of 

nodes in the locality are considered to form a dynamic 

and optimal network structure. Here more clusters are 

formed when the base station is placed far from the 

field of the network. In [6], a two-stage genetic 

algorithm is proposed which is used to select the 

optimal set of clusters in wireless sensor networks. The 

optimal cluster heads are identified in the first stage 

and assign appropriate cluster members to these cluster 

heads in the second stage. To achieve load balancing, 

the optimized intra-cluster distance is considered 

which minimizes the energy consumption of the 

network.  

Tianshu et al., [13] a genetic algorithm-based 

energy-efficient clustering and the routing mechanism 

are presented for wireless sensor networks. This 

approach improves the search efficiency by adding an 

optimal solution obtained in the previous round to the 

initial population of the current round. They 

constructed the fitness function by considering the load 

balancing and the total energy consumption of the 

network. Also, the energy consumption among the 

nodes is balanced. In [3], used an elitism-based 

immigrant scheme of genetic algorithm is used to solve 

the dynamic load balanced clustering problem in ad-

hoc networks. Here the fitness value is evaluated based 

on the load metric and the immigrant helps to handle 

the topology dynamics which produces new and near 

closer solutions. 

Kheireddine et al., [8] a dynamic centralized GA-

based clustering approach is proposed to optimize the 

clustering (cluster heads and cluster members) to 

reduce the energy consumption of nodes. They 

presented a novel clustering algorithm, denoted as 

Genetic Centralized Dynamic Clustering (GCDC), 

which uses a GA to optimize the number and the 

corresponding locations of CHs. In [11], a dynamic 

clustering-based approach is developed where the relay 

nodes in a cluster select the most suitable sensor node 

as a cluster head for that cluster. The fitness function 

used here chooses the cluster head node based on the 

metrics like distance to the base station, the total 

coverage area of the cluster, energy consumption to 

send the message to the base station, and the number of 

transmissions. The availability and the total efficiency 

of the network are improved using this GA-based 

approach. 

Sirbu and Alecsandrescu [12], user-specific genetic 

operators are designed for clustering to improve the 

energy efficiency of ad-hoc sensor networks. Their 

proposed algorithm achieves convergence through 

fine-tuning the genetic algorithm parameters. This 

method produces near-optimal solutions in terms of the 

convergence speed rate and minimizes the distance for 

communication to nearby cluster heads. In [10], a 

weighted clustering algorithm with the use of a genetic 

algorithm is developed called ‘Genetic Algorithm 

Based Optimized Clustering (GABOC)’. Here the 

cluster heads are chosen based on the fitness function 

parameters such as battery power, degree of distance 

difference, and degree of mobility. The performance of 

this algorithm is better in terms of maintaining 

connectivity among the cluster heads as compared to 

other deterministic algorithms. In [1], a Distributed 

Efficient Multi hop Clustering (DEMC) protocol for 

mobile wireless sensor networks is presented. DEMC 

is distributed, works well with mobile nodes, and has a 

recovery mechanism that is used to reduce the packet 

loss during inter cluster communication. The recovery 

mechanism also improves the connectivity between 

cluster heads during inter cluster communication. On 

average, each node sends less than one message during 

clustering, and does not rely on periodic hello 

messages.  

Yang et al., [16], a genetic algorithm with 

immigrants and memory schemes is used to solve 

dynamic shortest path routing problems in ad-hoc 

networks. The results show that the immigrants and 

memory-based genetic algorithms can easily and 

quickly adaptable to dynamic environments and 

generates good quality solutions for these 

environments. That scheme maintains the diversity in 
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the current population and stores useful information 

through random and memory immigrants. In [15], 

energy dynamic distribution and the optimization 

algorithm is proposed which uses the genetic algorithm 

with elitism-based immigrants approach for optimizing 

the poor individuals when the nodes’ position is 

changed for maritime search and rescue applications. 

In [7], the dynamic shortest path problem using 

elitism-based immigrants genetic algorithm is solved in 

ad-hoc networks. Here the immigrants are generated 

and added in each generation which helps to find good 

solutions in the changing environment.  

3. Proposed Work 

The proposed work focuses on finding optimal cluster 

heads, which adapt the network’s load balancing using 

various genetic approach operations. The nodes are 

represented as genes, and new populations are 

generated using permutations of chromosomes. The 

cluster heads are selected based on residual energy 

level, node centrality, and weight value. The fitness 

values of nodes are calculated using those parameters. 

The selection operation is performed by choosing the 

chromosomes with higher fitness value since those 

chromosomes have a higher probability of mating. The 

roulette wheel selection method is applied for selection 

operation. Then the genetic operations crossover and 

mutation are used. 

 

 

Figure 1. Proposed load balanced clustering in WSN. 

The crossover selects the best individual from the 

current population, which produces the new 

population. The mutation alters one or more gene 

values in a chromosome in the current population from 

its initial state, and if needed, the new gene values are 

added to the gene pool. The best solution may be 

obtained from the new gene values in the current 

population. The best solution produces the new child 

chromosomes whose corresponding cluster headsets 

act as the finalized cluster heads. If the network 

environment changes, then the clustering structure also 

changes. Hence the proposed method uses various 

dynamic genetic approaches such as random 

immigrants, memory immigrants, and memory-random 

immigrants. These approaches replace the worst 

individuals in the chromosome with the best 

individuals who are generated using those immigrants. 

Thus the load-balanced cluster head selection process 

is achieved. Figure 1 shows the proposed dynamic 

load-balanced clustering process in WSNs 

3.1. Chromosome Representation 

The nodes in the network are assumed as genes. The 

number of nodes in the WSN is taken as the size of the 

population. Assume that the size of the population is 

‘m’. The random selection of nodes is considered a 

chromosome. The size of the chromosome is ‘r’. Thus 

the selection of chromosomes from the population is 

considered as permutation process (mPr). Each node in 

the network has been identified by a node identifier 

(n_ID). For example, in a WSN consisting of nine 

nodes with IDs ranging from 1 to 9, a random 

permutation (3 4 7 8 1 6 9 2 5) represents a 

chromosome. Here there is a guarantee that no 

duplicate ID is generated in each chromosome. 

3.2. Population Initialization 

The initial population Pinit is composed of ‘q’ number 

of chromosomes since each chromosome corresponds 

to a potential solution. The cluster heads are generated 

randomly from each chromosome to explore generic 

diversity. Thus the initial population is denoted as  

Pinit= {chr1, chr2, .……………chrq} 

The corresponding cluster head set chi (1 ≤ i ≤ q) of 

each chromosome chri (1 ≤ i ≤ q) is derived.  

3.3. Fitness Function 

The quality of the solution is determined accurately 

using the fitness function. The objective of the 

proposed algorithm is to find the cluster head. The 

criteria are to select the cluster head with maximum 

residual energy level and node centrality. Among a set 

of cluster head candidates, choose the one which 

satisfies the criterion. Through this way of selecting 

cluster heads, the load is balanced among the nodes in 

the network. The fitness value of each chromosome 

(chri) is given by  

1

iiii )γWβD(αα)Fit(chr   

Here α, β and γ are weight factors and α+β+γ=1. Ri is 

the residual energy level of the ith node. Di is the 

distance between the central location of the cluster and 

the location of the ith node. Wi is the weight value of 

the ith node. The weight value (Wi) includes the 

mobility speed of the node (Mi) and the density of the 

neighbors (Ni) around it. The weight value of the ith 

(1) 

(2) 
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node is calculated using the following equation 

i2i1i NwMwW   

Here w1 and w2 are weight factors and w1+w2=1. The 

mobility speed of a node is calculated using Equation 

(4). Here T denotes the time interval of the rotation of 

nodes as cluster heads. Also, (xt,yt) and (xt+1,yt+1) are 

the coordinates of node i at time t and t+1 respectively. 

The density of a node is equal to the number of 

neighbor nodes. The neighborhood of a node is the set 

of nodes within its transmission range. After evaluating 

the fitness function of chromosomes, the optimal 

cluster heads are identified.  
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3.4. Selection Scheme 

The proposed algorithm uses the Roulette Wheel 

Selection (RWS) method to improve the population's 

quality by selecting high-quality chromosomes to the 

next successive generations. This method also ensures 

quality by choosing high fitness value chromosomes, 

which have a higher probability of selecting the mating 

process. The sum of all individuals’ fitness values in 

the chromosomes is considered the circumference of 

the roulette wheel. A fixed point on the roulette wheel 

is chosen, and then the wheel is rotated. The region of 

the wheel which comes on the fixed point is taken as a 

parent. This process is repeated to obtain a second 

parent. Thus the two parents are chosen randomly 

using the RWS method to produce their offspring. The 

same chromosome has not been selected as a second 

parent in this method.  

3.5. Crossover and Mutation 

These operations are used to generate new populations 

from the current population. The crossover generates 

children’s chromosomes from two-parent 

chromosomes. The mutation operator takes the 

population generated by crossover operation and 

generates children’s chromosomes through the gene 

swapping method. The proposed scheme uses a single-

point crossover. After selecting the parent 

chromosomes, the genes in the chromosomes are 

ordered in descending order based on the residual 

energy level of the nodes. Then, choose the swath of 

consecutive genes randomly from the two-parent 

chromosomes. The first parent chromosome drops the 

swath down into the first child chromosome, and the 

genes from the second chromosome are filled in the 

remaining area of the first child chromosome. The left 

side and right side of the second chromosome's swath 

are filled in the left side and right side of the child 1 

chromosome. Also, this process is used for generating 

child 2 chromosomes. Figure 2 shows the illustration 

of the crossover process. 

 

Figure 2. Illustration of crossover. 

The mutation operation is performed using the gene 

swapping method, which generates a child’s 

chromosome from a parent chromosome. It allows 

changing the values of one or more genes in the parent 

chromosome. Also, it randomly selects two different 

positions and interchanges the genes of those positions. 

Thus the generated new genes will give better 

solutions. Figure 3 shows the illustration of the 

mutation process. The generated child chromosome is 

finalized as cluster heads for the given network. The 

dynamic genetic operations will be used to adapt the 

network environmental conditions due to frequent 

changes in the network's topology. The dynamic 

conditions are adapted in genetic operations using 

various approaches like Random Immigrants Genetic 

Approach (RIGA), Memory Immigrants Genetic 

Approach (MIGA), and Memory and Random 

Immigrants Genetic Approach (MRIGA).  

 

Figure 3. Illustration of mutation. 

3.6. Random Immigrants Genetic Approach 

(RIGA) 

Since the cluster head selection problem is considered 

in a dynamic network environment, the standard 

genetic algorithm is not well suited. This dynamic 

optimization problem is solved using a random 

immigrant genetic approach. The standard genetic 

operations are combined with immigrant schemes to 

introduce the diversity level in the current population. 

It can be achieved by replacing the worst individuals 

with randomly generated immigrants in the population. 

The chromosome having the least fitness value in the 

current generation is replaced with higher fitness value 

chromosomes in the previous generation. Then 

crossover and mutation operations will be performed. 

These processes are repeated until the termination 

conditions will be met. The termination condition 

states that until the maximum number of generations is 

reached. The pseudo-code for RIGA is shown in 

Algorithm (1).  

Algorithm (1) RIGA based Cluster Head selection 

# Initialize m, r, g, Rc, Rm, Ri, Di, Wi 

#m is the number of nodes                                          #r is the 

(4) 

(3) 
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size of chromosome                                              #g is the 

generation number (g=0) 

#Rc is the crossover rate                                               #Rm 

is the mutation rate 

#Ri is the coefficient of residual energy of the ith node 

#Di is the coefficient of node centrality of the ith node 

#Wi is the coefficient of weight value of the ith node 

for (i = 1 to r) 

    { 

       chromosome [i]= getChromosome(m,r); 

    }  

for (i= 1 to length(chromosome)) 

   { 

      fitness_value=getFitness(chromosome); 

        

      repeat 

     {   

          fit_chr[i]=Roulette_Wheel_Selection(i,Fit(chi)) 

         #perform crossover operation on fit_chr[i] with 

         Rc crossover rate 

         #perform mutation operation on fit_chr[i] with 

         Rm mutation rate 

         #evaluate the fit_chr[i] 

         #perform random immigration  

         #generate immigrants randomly 

         #replace the worst individuals in fit_chr[i] with 

         random immigrants 

        #evaluate these immigrants 

        chromosome[i]=fit_chr[i] 

     } until (g>gmax) 

  } 

3.7. Memory Immigrants Genetic Approach 

(MIGA) 

This approach uses the good solutions of the old 

population into the new populations when its 

characteristics match the old population. The best 

solution is stored in the current population in the extra 

memory space explicitly or through redundant 

representation implicitly, and the stored information is 

reused in the new generations. This approach is more 

suitable when the environment changes frequently. 

Since when the old generations will be regenerated 

exactly, and the corresponding solution of this 

generation in the memory will move the genetic 

operations to the reappeared generations. 

Algorithm (2)MIGA based Cluster Head selection 

# Initialize m, r, g, Rc, Rm, Ri, Di, Wi, M 

#m is the number of nodes                                          #r is the 

size of chromosome                                              #g is the 

generation number (g=0) 

#Rc is the crossover rate                                               #Rm is the 

mutation rate 

#Ri is the coefficient of residual energy of the ith node 

#Di is the coefficient of node centrality of the ith node 

#Wi is the coefficient of weight value of the ith node  

#M is memory which is initialized (M[0]) randomly 

for (i = 1 to r) 

    { 

           chromosome [i]= getChromosome(m,r); 

    } 

for (i= 1 to length(chromosome)) 

   { 

       fitness_value=getFitness(chromosome); 

      1)()(  iiii WDRchFit    

       repeat 

       { 

            #evaluate memory M[g] 

            #denote the best individual in chromosome[i] 

              by B[i] 

            #find the memory point C[i] nearest to B[i] 

            if (C[i]>B[i]) 

           {  

                B[i]=C[i] 

           } 

           #/perform standard genetic operations 

         fit_chr[i]=Roulette_Wheel_Selection(g,Fit(chi)) 

          #perform crossover operation on fit_chr[i] 

          with Rc crossover rate 

          #perform mutation operation on fit_chr[i] with 

          Rm mutation rate 

          #evaluate the fit_chr[i] 

          #perform memory-based immigration 

          #denote best memory point in M[g] by Bm[i] 

          P[i]=mutateBestMemoryPoint(Bm[i]) 

          #replace the worst individuals in fit_chr[i] 

            with the memory based immigrant in P[i] 

          #evaluate these memory-based immigrants 

          chromosome[i]=fit_chro[i] 

          g=g+1 

       } 

      until (g > gmax) 

   } 
 

Thus the best solutions are stored and retrieved during 

the environmental changes. The retrieved solutions 

will be reactivated for the new generations. Since the 

memory space is a limited one, the best solutions 

stored in the memory should be updated periodically to 

provide space for new good solutions. There are 

several replacement strategies. The solution with the 

least fitness value is replaced with the new good 

solutions in the current generation. The pseudo-code 

for MIGA is shown in Algorithm (2). 

The best individual from chromosome[i] is assigned 

to B[i]. The random memory point C[i] is equalized to 

B[i] if the memory point C[i] has higher fitness than 

the best individual. The best memory point is 

generated in every generation, and it is mutated to get 

the individuals that act as immigrants. These 

immigrants are evaluated and then replace with the 

worst individuals in the current population. Here the 

immigrants are distributed over the best memory point.  

3.8. Memory and Random Immigrants Genetic 

Approach (MRIGA) 

This algorithm coincides with the memory updating 

time with the environment change time. When the 

environmental changes are detected, the memory is re-

evaluated in every generation. The best solutions are 

retrieved from M[g] when the environmental change is 

detected that assigns to Fit_chro[i]. 
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The key idea behind MRIGA is that memory is used 

to guide immigrants as a biased one for the current 

population. In contrast, random is used to select the 

immigrants in a search space around the best memory 

point in the current population. These two approaches 

are combined in the MRIGA approach. The pseudo-

code for MRIGA is shown in Algorithm (3). 

Algorithm (3) MRIGA based Cluster Head selection 

# Initialize m, r, g, Rc, Rm, Ri, Di, Wi, M 

#m is the number of nodes                                          #r is the 

size of chromosome                                              #g is the 

generation number (g=0) 

#Rc is the crossover rate                                               #Rm is the 

mutation rate 

#Ri is the coefficient of residual energy of the ith node 

#Di is the coefficient of node centrality of the ith node 

#Wi is the coefficient of weight value of the ith node  

#M is memory which is initialized (M[0]) randomly for (i = 1 to 

r) 

    { 

           chromosome [i]= getChromosome(m,r); 

    } 

 for (i= 1 to length(chromosome)) 

   { 

        Fitness_value=getFitness(chromosomes); 

       1)()(  iiii WDRchFit    

        repeat 

       { 

           #evaluate memory M[g] 

           if changes_ in_environment_detected  

          { 

               fit_chr[i]=retrieveBestsolutions(M[g], g) 

         }     

         #denote best individual in fit_chr[i] by B[i] 

         #find the memory point C[i] nearest to B[i] 

         if (C[i]>B[i]) 

        { 

             B[i]=C[i] 

        } 

         //perform standard genetic operations 

         fit_chr[i]=Roulette_Wheel_Selection(g,Fit(chi)) 

         #perform crossover operation on fit_chr[i] 

           with Rc crossover rate 

         #perform mutation operation on fit_chr[i] 

           with Rm mutation rate 

         #perform random immigration 

         #evaluate the fit_chr[i] 

         #generate immigrants randomly 

         #evaluate these immigrants  

         #replace the worst individuals in fit_chr[i]  

         #with random immigrants 

         chromosome[i]=fit_chr[i] 

         g=g+1 

      } 

      until(g > gmax) 

 } 

4. Results and Discussion 

The performance of the proposed schemes is evaluated 

using network simulator 2.35 (NS2.35). Table 1 shows 

the set of relevant simulation parameters. The 

simulation results analyzed the effectiveness of the 

three DGA schemes such as random immigrants 

(RIGA), memory immigrants (MIGA), and memory 

and random immigrants (MRIGA) to form load-

balanced clustering structures in the network. Its 

performance is compared with the competing scheme, 

namely, “Genetic algorithm based optimization of 

clustering (GABOC)”. This scheme is mainly designed 

to enhance the performance of the cluster head 

selection process using a weighted clustering 

mechanism. The network’s remaining energy, number 

of nodes alive, packet delivery ratio, end-to-end delay, 

and the clustering overhead are considered as the 

performance metrics to evaluate the performance of the 

proposed GA schemes. 

Table 1. Simulation parameters. 

Parameter/Scheme Value/Method 

Network area size 100x100m2 

Number of nodes 100, 200 

Mobility speed of nodes [5-20]m/s 

Mobility Model Random way point 

Transmission range 1m 

Initial energy of each node 3J 

Transmission energy  0.6J 

Receiving energy 0.2J 

Packet size 500 bits 

Population size 20 

Number of generations 100 

Selection method Roulette–Wheel Selection 

Crossover rate (Rc) 0.6 

Mutation rate (Rm) 0.03 

Ratio of random immigrants 0.2 

Ratio of memory immigrants 0.4 

Replacement rate 5% 

Figure 4 shows the number of nodes alive by 

increasing the number of rounds for the network of 

size 200 nodes. The simulation results show that the 

MRIGA scheme performs better than the other 

schemes as it has a higher number of nodes alive by 

6%, 12%, and 23% against MIGA, RIGA, and 

GABOC, respectively. In MIGA, the nodes with the 

least fitness value are replaced with new good 

solutions. Also, the new solutions are stored in the 

memory and the same has been updated in a predefined 

interval for storing new good solutions. In RIGA, the 

same can be processed through the replacement of the 

worst individuals by randomly generated immigrants in 

the current generation. But in MRIGA, uses a 

randomized approach to select the immigrants in a 

search space around a memory location in the current 

population. Thus it replaces the worst candidates for 

cluster head election with these suitable random 

immigrants, which leads to increasing the number of 

nodes in the alive state. 
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Figure 4. Number of alive nodes. 

 

Figure 5. Residual energy level of the network.  

Figure 5 shows the network’s residual energy for an 

increasing number of rounds for the network of size 

200 nodes. It is observed that the MRIGA has the 

highest residual energy about 8%, 13%, and 20% as 

compared with MIGA, RIGA, and GABOC 

respectively since it stores the nodes having the highest 

fitness values in the memory. It finds suitable nodes in 

every generation of the population. In addition, 

MRIGA adapts the combined approach of RIGA and 

MIGA which makes the one-hop neighbors of a cluster 

head become the cluster head in a sequence of 

iterations. Also, the selection of cluster heads in 

MRIGA uses energy as a metric to balance the load of 

clustering formation. Moreover, randomly identifies 

the nodes which are suitable for cluster heads is 

selected in a search space around the best memory 

point in the current population of the network.  

 

Figure 6. Number of packets received.  

Figure 6 shows the number of packets received by 

varying the number of nodes in the network. As shown 

in the figure, the number of packets received gets 

increased when the number of nodes increases. 

MRIGA achieves a higher number of packets received 

by 8%, 17%, and 25% as compared with MIGA, 

RIGA, and GABOC respectively since the GABOC 

scheme achieves less number of packets received due 

to its less focus on dynamic environments and multi-

metric formation of clusters. MRIGA achieves a higher 

number of packets delivered because of storing the 

random best immigrants in the memory to reduce the 

complexity of the clustering process. 

 

Figure 7. Clustering overhead. 

Figure 7 shows the clustering overhead of various 

schemes while varying the number of nodes. MRIGA 

creates less clustering overhead by 27% as compared 

with other schemes since MRIGA stores the current 

environment in the memory for the future generation of 

the population. RIGA uses the previous generation as 

the future generation of the population. It does not 

have memory storage for storing the current 

environments. Also, the worst individuals are replaced 

by suitable best individuals who are generated by 

random in the previous population. In MIGA, the 

generations stored in the memory are used as the future 

generation of the population. Thus MRIGA uses the 

old environment stored in the memory to reduce the 

overhead of the clustering process. 

  

Figure 8. Average end-to-end delay. 

Figure 8 shows the average end-to-end delay as the 
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number of nodes increases. MRIGA achieves a 

minimum end-to-end delay of the 2300s as compared 

with other schemes. It selects the energy-efficient 

cluster heads through the exchange of packets with 

minimum delay. It leads to the load-balanced 

formation of clusters whereas MIGA and RIGA 

increase the end-to-end delay of 3100s and 3900s 

respectively. MIGA finds the suitable memory point 

which has a higher fitness value than the best 

individual which takes a higher end-to-end delay than 

MRIGA. Thus the three GA schemes have a closer 

end-to-end delay as compared with GABOC which 

takes more delay for load balancing in the dynamic 

environments. 

5. Conclusions 

The topology dynamics due to node movement and 

energy preservation of sensor networks result in a 

dynamic load-balanced clustering problem. The 

dynamic genetic algorithm schemes such as RIGA. 

MIGA and MRIGA are proposed to address the issue 

of this clustering problem. The parameters such as 

node’s residual energy level, distance from the centric 

of the cluster, mobility speed, and density of the 

neighbors are considered to form clusters along with 

the DGA schemes. The proposed DGA schemes 

RIGA, MIGA, and MRIGA elect suitable nodes as 

cluster heads to form load-balanced clusters when 

topology changes. The fitness function is calculated 

using the residual energy level of nodes and the node 

centrality. Then the genetic operations such as 

chromosome selection, crossover, and mutation are 

applied to find suitable cluster heads and form load-

balanced clusters. The proposed DGA scheme MIGA 

and MRIGA store the previous generation information 

and utilizes this information for future generations. In 

RIGA, the randomly based approach is used to identify 

the best individuals for candidates as cluster heads. 

The simulation experiments have been carried out to 

evaluate the performance of the proposed DGA 

schemes. The simulation results show that the 

proposed DGA scheme MRIGA performs well in 

terms of various performance metrics such as the 

number of nodes alive, residual energy level, packet 

delivery ratio, end-to-end delay, and overhead for the 

formation of clusters. 
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